Performance Report 2011/12
Measuring how we are doing
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Introduction from Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive

Customer surveys

Welcome to our Performance Report for 2011/12. This report tells
you how well Avon Fire & Rescue Service (AF&RS) performed over
the last year in helping to build safer and stronger communities.

A survey form is sent to everyone who is the victim of a domestic or
non-domestic premises fire or who makes a complaint about our
service. We also send a survey to a random sample of people who
have received a Home Fire Safety Visit.

AF&RS measures how well we are doing in three ways:
 Measuring interventions and outcomes
 Monitoring compliments and complaints
 Measuring responses from customer surveys
Measuring interventions and outcomes
AF&RS measures performance using a number of Local
Performance Indicators (LPIs) that are designed to measure how
effective we are at meeting our key purposes of Preventing,
Protecting and Responding.
For each indicator we set a target and we measure our performance
against that target – the results for 2011/12 are contained in this
report.
Compliments and complaints
AF&RS monitors the compliments and complaints that are received
and use this information to improve the service we provide. Details
of the compliments and complaints can be found later in this report.
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The survey forms are returned directly to an independent research
company. As this is a national scheme we are able to benchmark
the findings against other fire and rescue services to ensure we
provide an excellent service.
How are we doing?
AF&RS continues to make good progress in reducing risk in our
community by reducing the number and impact of incidents
attended. We have had success this year in reducing the number of
accidental dwelling fires we attended by 10% or 59 incidents. The
estimated cost of each fire incident is £8,507, so this reduction
represents a saving of over £501k to our community.
The number of deliberate vehicle fires attended reduced by 15% or
74 incidents, an estimated saving of £182k to our community.
AF&RS continues to make good progress in using our resources
more effectively; in particular only attending alarm calls where it has
been confirmed there is a risk of fire, or if we have been unable to
speak to anyone on site and can therefore not confirm either way.
This has freed up considerable resources that we can redeploy in

Community Safety and training to ensure we are prepared for
incidents. In 2011/12 we didn’t attend 1,668 alarms where there was
no risk to the community.
AF&RS continues to provide an excellent response service to our
community. Two of the indicators measuring our response missed
target but the number of actual incidents where we don’t meet the
target is very small.
We recognise however that there is still work to do. Though primary
fires reduced by 9% or 176 incidents we sadly lost five people in
primary fires. AF&RS continues to work towards zero fire deaths.
We continue to make good progress in protecting our community.
The percentage of dwelling fire incidents attended where we have to
take no fire-fighting action is increasing and the percentage of
incidents attended where no smoke alarm is fitted is falling.

Checking our progress
Our website www.avonfire.gov.uk has information about our monthly
progress in reducing the number of deliberate fires, accidental
dwelling fires and hoax calls.
Find out more about what we are doing to reduce risk and
improve our service
AF&RS publishes an annual Integrated Risk Management Plan that
details how we will reduce risk in our community. We also publish a
Corporate Plan that details how we will improve the organisation of
Avon Fire & Rescue Service to ensure that we make the best use of
our resources and are best placed to help create a safer and
stronger community.
These documents are also available from our website
www.avonfire.gov.uk

AF&RS is confident that we have the right strategies and
interventions in place to make our community safer and that our
greater emphasis on performance management will help to focus
these strategies and interventions.
AF&RS is also very pleased that our customer satisfaction surveys
continue to show a very high level of satisfaction with the service
that we provide.
Kevin Pearson
Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive
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Performance information
Performance indicators are grouped under eight headings:
 Preventing fires
 Responding to unwanted fire signals
 Deaths, injuries and escapes
 Response
 Community safety
 Resources and value for money
 Health & safety
 People
Under each heading there is a commentary about performance and
a list of the indicators.
For each indicator there are details of:
 Our target for 2011/12
 Our performance for 2011/12 (colour coded - green if the
target has been met , amber if we are near to meeting target,
red if we fell short of meeting the target)
Most incident indicators are shown as an actual figure and also
divided by our population or number of buildings as appropriate. We
do this so we can compare our performance against other fire and
rescue services.
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The figures we have used for our calculations are provided to us by
the Government. They are:
Population
Dwellings
Non-domestic premises

1,098,009
445,513
32,163

Note: primary fire usually means a fire involving buildings or
vehicles that are fit for use. A secondary fire usually means all other
types of fire unless we attend with more than three fire pumping
appliances. Fires attended by more than three fire pumping
appliances are primary.
Note: There are four incidents for 2011/12 that are subject to
change due to Coroner decisions. If the outcomes affect the
performance indicators AF&RS will publish an addendum to this
performance report.

Preventing fire measures
AF&RS met four out of the five fire incident reduction targets. Deliberate secondary fires were just off target but we still had 4% fewer incidents
than 2010/11. Every reduction in incidents represents a reduction in risk to our community and our staff.
Description

Target 2011/12

Actual 2011/12

*LPI 142iii Number of accidental fires in dwellings per 10,000
dwellings

12.6 or 561 fires

11.9 or 530 fires

LPI 206i Number of deliberate primary fires (excluding vehicles) per
10,000 population

2.7 or 296 fires

2.7 or 300 fires

LPI 206veh Number of deliberate vehicle fires per 10,000 population

4.0 or 438 fires

3.7 or 411 fires

LPI 206iii Number of deliberate secondary fires (excluding vehicles)
per 10,000 population

12.3 or 1,352
fires

13.2 or 1447 fires

8.4 or 271 fires

7.9 or 253 fires

Monitor only

40.2%

LPI 207 Number of fires in non-domestic premises per 1,000 nondomestic premises
LPI NFF Percentage of accidental dwelling fires attended where no
fire and rescue service firefighting action is required
* LPI Local Performance Indicator
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Preventing unwanted alarm signal measures
The number of incidents generated by automatic alarm equipment reduced by 4% compared to last year, meeting target. This helps to reduce
risk in our community by increasing the availability of our resources and reducing the number of ‘blue light’ journeys we make
Description

Target 2011/12

Actual 2011/12

LPI FAM Total number of malicious false alarms

Monitor only

533 incidents

LPI FAM% Percentage of malicious false alarms not attended

Monitor only

43%

LPI 149i False alarms caused by automatic fire detection in nondomestic properties per 1,000 non-domestic properties

73.0 or 2347
alarms

72.4 or 2327 alarms

LPI 209iii Percentage of fires attended in dwellings where no smoke
alarm was fitted

Monitor only

40%
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Deaths, injuries and escapes measures
The number of fatalities in primary fires reduced from 12 in 2010/11 to five in 2011/12. Though the numbers are too small to indicate
significance, AF&RS is still pleased with this reduction. Each fire fatality is fully investigated to ensure that we learn as much as we can to
prevent further incidents happening. We will continue to do all that we can to achieve our objective of zero fire deaths.
Description

Target 2011/12

Actual 2011/12

LPI 49ii Number of deaths arising from primary fires per 100,000
population

Monitor only

0.5 or 5 deaths

LPI 49iii Number of injuries (excluding where first aid or advice about
precautionary check administered) per 100,000 population

Monitor only

7.7 or 84 injuries

Response measures
Two of the eight incident response indicators didn’t meet target, however in some of the categories the number of incidents recorded is very low
making measurement of progress problematic. The target for answering emergency calls was met with very few calls failing to be answered
within seven seconds.
Description

Target 2011/12

Actual 2011/12

LPI Calls to assistance to Fire Control answered within seven seconds

94%

98% (22,630 out of 23,063)
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Description

Target 2011/12

Actual 2011/12

LPI Primary fires (normal pre-determined attendance) risk category 1:
Two appliances and nine firefighters within eight minutes

85%

81% (536 out of 663)

LPI Primary fires (normal pre-determined attendance) risk category 2:
two appliances and nine firefighters within 10 minutes

90%

90% (79 out of 88)

LPI Primary fires (normal pre-determined attendance) risk category 3:
Two appliances and nine firefighters within 20 minutes

95%

99% (150 out of 151)

LPI Primary fires (special pre-determined attendance) risk category 1:
Three appliances and 13 firefighters within 13 minutes

95%

89% (109 out of 122)

LPI Primary fires (special pre-determined attendance) risk category 2:
Three appliances and 13 firefighters within 15 minutes

95%

50% (2 out of 4)

LPI Primary fires (special pre-determined attendance) risk category 3:
Three appliances and 13 firefighters within 20 minutes

95%

90% (19 out of 21)

LPI Primary vehicle fires and secondary fires: One appliance or officer
within 15 minutes

90%

99% (2,396 out of 2,416)

LPI Special Service Calls: One appliance or officer within 15 minutes

95%

99% (2,440 out of 2,475)
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Community fire safety measures
The target for Whole Time operational fire crews completing Home Fire Safety Visits (HFSV) was missed by 5616 visits or 43%. Including visits
completed by other AF&RS staff and partner agencies a total of 10,020 HFSVs were completed in 2011/12. We do not set targets for our other
Community Safety measures as we undertake them when there is a need rather than set a numerical target.
Description

Target 2011/12

Actual 2011/12

13,176

7,560

LPI Number of educational visits undertaken

Monitor only

385

LPI Number of off-station community events attended to deliver fire
safety message

Monitor only

640

LPI Number of on-station events held where fire safety message
delivered

Monitor only

555

LPI Number of groups visiting Community Safety Centres

Monitor only

2,625

LPI Number of Home Fire Safety Visits completed by Whole Time
operational fire crews
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Resources and value for money measures
AF&RS is pleased to report that all four environmental targets were met, indicating a considerable saving of both resources and damage to the
environment. Payment of invoices has just missed target.
Description

LPI 8 Percentage of undisputed invoices which were paid in 30 days

LPI IT1 % of calls to IT helpdesk resolved within service targets

LPI ET2 Energy consumption in KW/h (electricity, gas and heating oil)

LPI ET3 Carbon emission (tonnes)

LPI ET4 Water consumption (metered supply only - m³)

LPI ET5 Business travel (CO₂ emissions)
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Target 2011/12

Actual 2011/12

95.0%

93.9% (7,330 out of 7,809)

95%

97.4% (3,816 out of 3,917)

-5% or
7,175,071
-15%
(compared to
2008/09) or
2,568

-14% or 6,517,587

-5% or 14,356

-11% or 13,455

-10% or
278,070

-20% or 246,291

-19% or 2,887

Health and safety measures
AF&RS has made good progress against our Health & Safety target to reduce work related driving incidents involving our vehicles. Though we
were one incident above target the number recorded reduced by 9% or 12 incidents compared to last year.
Description

LPI H&S4 Work related driving incidents

Target 2011/12

Actual 2011/12

118 incidents

119 incidents

People measures
AF&RS has met both of our sickness indicators, reducing the number of days lost to sickness to its lowest recorded level. We are also pleased that
the target for completing Return to Work Interviews after sickness was met; achieving this was key to reducing sickness amongst our staff. Progress
against the recruitment targets has been less good, however we are in a very different recruitment environment than we anticipated when the
targets were set in 2008. Reduction in our resources meant that AF&RS cannot measure its progress against the duty to promote equality.
Description

LPI E&D1 The equality framework for local government

LPI E&D2 The duty to promote equality
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Target 2011/12

Actual 2011/12

Achieving

Achieving

Monitor only

Not able to measure

Description

Target 2011/12

Actual 2011/12

7.0 shifts lost
per person

6.10 shifts lost per person

LPI 12ii Number of working days/shifts lost to sickness per all staff

7.0 shifts/days
lost per person

6.57 shifts/days lost per person

LPI HR4 % of Return to Work Interviews completed within 15 days

90%

95% (342 out of 326)

LPI 16ai % of Wholetime and Retained Duty System employees with a
disability

0.71% or six
people

1.20% or 10 people

LPI 16aii % of Control and non-uniform employees with a disability

1.97% or four
people

2.42% or 4 people

LPI HR2 Recruitment of black and minority ethnic staff – to reflect local
working population by 2013

11.0%

4.0% (1 out of 25)

LPI HR3 Recruitment of female operational staff – 15% of recruits to be
female by 2013

17.5%

12.0% (3 out of 25)

LPI 12i Number of working days/shifts lost to sickness per wholetime
uniformed staff
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Compliments and complaints
Compliments
In 2011/12 we received 96 compliments about the service we
provide. Each compliment is acknowledged and fed back to the staff
involved. We also have a Good Work Reporting scheme. Over the
last reporting period (November 2010 to October 2011) 83 members
of staff received a letter acknowledging good work from the Chief
Fire Officer.
Complaints
In 2011/12 we received recorded 22 complaints about our service,
compared to 14 in the previous year. However, only four of these
complaints were substantiated, meaning that after investigation
some fault was found. While we investigate and seek to learn from
each complaint we are pleased that the numbers were too few to
identify any patterns.
Customer satisfaction surveys
Each year we send customer satisfaction surveys to people who
have:
 Been a victim of a domestic or commercial building incident.
 Received a Home Fire Safety Visit from our staff.
 Made a complaint about our service.
All responses are confidential and are handled by an independent
research company.
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The survey forms ask people about how well we did our job and
whether the service met their expectations. By asking questions
about the gender and ethnicity of the person we have served we will
also be able to make sure that we are not disadvantaging any areas
of our community. As this is a national service undertaken by most
fire and rescue services we are able to benchmark the findings to
ensure that we are providing an excellent service.
A brief summary of our findings is included below. A report detailing
these findings and the benchmarking with other fire and rescue
services will be made available on our website at a later stage.
After fire incidents
175 people who we assisted with emergencies answered the
question about how satisfied they were with the overall service we
provided. 156 or 89% said that they were very satisfied with the
service and 11 or 6% said that they were fairly satisfied. No
respondents were dissatisfied with service they received.
After Home Fire Safety Visits
345 people who we visited to complete a HFSV answered the
question about how satisfied they were with the overall service we
provided. 320 or 93% said that they were very satisfied with the
service and 10 or 3% said that they were fairly satisfied. No
respondents were dissatisfied with service they received.
Complaints
No survey responses were received.

If you would like this information in large print, Braille, audio or in
another language please contact Equality and Diversity Team,
Avon Fire & Rescue Service, Temple Back, Bristol, BS1 6EU.
Telephone: 0117 926 2061 extension 249 or
email equalities@avonfire.gov.uk
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